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An effective way to reverse a trade's fortune Almost all trading books focus on "winning"
trades. But winning trades can be hard to come by, especially when you're just starting out.
Turning Losing FOREX Trades into Winners takes a look at this discipline from a different
angle, examining effective methods for dealing with trades that are in a losing position. First, it
guides the trader through the various steps of determining if a trade is with or against the
overall trend. Then, it explains how to decide when a trade should be closed or left open.
While this reliable resource is filled with in-depth insights and expert advice that will help
readers gain a better understanding of today's FOREX market, it also contains hundreds of
chart examples that will provide step-by-step instructions on how traders can recover from
losses.
Forex Trading Secrets : Little Dirty Secrets and Crazy Weird But Powerful Profitable Tricks to
Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
Revealed Shocking Should Be Illegal Tricks and Weird But Profitable Tips to Easy Instant
Forex Millionaire; Bust the Losing Cycle Live Anywhere Join T
Forex Trading for Newbies : Little Dirty Secrets and Underground Little Known Tricks to
Fast and Instant Millionaire with Forex
Shocking Ground Breaking Discoveries and Underground Secrets the Missing Link to Easy
Instant Forex Millionaire. Bust the Losing Cycle Escape 9-5, Liv
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Bust the Losing Curve Live Anywhere Join the New
Rich Fast Path to Easy Forex Daytrading Millionaire
The Forex Trading Millionaire Shocking Little Known Secrets and Unfair Should Be Illegal
Advantage to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
Selective Forex Trading skillfully outlines author Don Snellgrove’s S90/Crossover:
an independently verified technical indicator that has provided traders with the
ability to achieve over 100 consecutive Forex trades without a single loss. Whether
you’re a seasoned professional or just getting started, this approach—which is
based on historical resistance and support points within a trading range—can assist
you in entering and exiting positions for the greatest profits possible.
Forex Trading Secrets
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Bust the Losing Cycle Escape 9-5, Live
Anywhere, Join the New Rich Should Be Illegal Profitable Tricks to Easy Fast Forex
Millionaire
How to Trade Forex Like a Pro Shocking Underground Secrets to Easy Instant Forex
Millionaire: What I Lost and Gained While Trading the Forex Market
Forex Trading Systems : Underground Shocking Secrets and Weird Should Be Illegal
Unknown But Deadly Profitable Tricks to Cracking the Forex Code and Easy Instant
Forex Millionaire
Selective Forex Trading
Bust Through the Losing Cycle, Escape 9-5, Live Anywhere, Join the New Rich

If you are like me, I think you should be 'slapped'... HARD! Recently a very gifted
and talented trader"reached out to me, took me by the collar, looked me straight
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in the eye, and then slapped me hard!" Like a painful 5 finger slap. Not really, but
it sure felt like that. Actually you can still see the five fingers pattern on my face
almost... What I'm trying to say is that even Trader X can learn a couple of new
tricks. Tricky tricky. So actually I got five new tricks for you one for every finger
that was slapped on my face. Well, you may as well call it the new face of
TRADING. Here we go. Are you ready? WORING! The content shared here may
cause you to become extremely filthy rich and glamorously famous. If these two
conditions are severely dangerous for you DO not proceed beyond this point.
Further after reading and applying these concept a strange items may appear in
your driveway (think Ferraris and Lambos) If you are highly allergic to any of
these items or money and fame make you puke I would highly suggest going to
"you know where" before we can continue. 1. Forex has little to do with how the
market is behaving and more importantly with where is the market right now?
Now, I am not speaking about a physical location here. Pay Attention. The
market is always at a precise address. Know the markets correct address and
you will get loads of mail loaded with cold wet hard cash. Word of caution "don't
wet your pants when you get it." I mean the cash. Think ( round numbers). Round
numbers are always a good address to be at and you receive a cashollahh-la-la
loaded mail. 2. Find out where the losers are and don't try to be a pathetic one!
Why am I saying that? You are correct. Yes you are. "Why the heck I need to
know where the losers are." Well for one so you don't become one. If you have
been living under a rock or been in a comma for the last 10 years and just woke
up...Let me break it up for you. L-O-S-E-R-S make 95% of all Forex participants.
That's right they are here to participate by losing their behinds. But you can skip
getting your but whipped out by knowing where these poor souls are and most
importantly where they are heading. Pause and think about this. Take a deep
breath. It will down on you. Losers are always exiting and running so think
(market bottoms and tops) 3. No amount of indicators will make you successful.
Yes you heard me right. I have not misspelled indicators. You could call them a
money- broker gators. The smart brokers are really advertising and pushing their
favorite stochastics or whatever to the traders. See if you follow their advice you
might as well give them your wallets. The broker is pushing these sinisterly so
they know how the majority of their customers are thinking and can react
appropriately. Meaning, putting their dirty fingers in your account. Literally, like
finger sucking after getting chicken grease all over your hands. But for some of
you this may be too gross, so you should keep reading, but get a paper towel to
wipe the grease. 4. Nothing is what is seems like it is. It may appear that you are
up for grubbing millions at some point of your trade, but be WORNED. The
market is bought only to be sold. This is especially true in Forex. So take your
PROFITS while you can see them and more to the next trade. Unless you fully
understand how the market moves YOU should not take another trade and lose
your precious hard earned money. Well you actually have a choice continue in
your old tracks until you lose everything you work so hard for. Or click few
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buttons like "click-click" push a couple mouse clicks and arrive at your new Forex
REALITY. The one sprinkled with expensive cars, houses, pearl white beaches
and turquoise blue Caribbean waters. See you in Your New REALITY. Trader X
Forex Trading Secrets - Little Dirty Secrets and Weird Tricks to Easy Instant
Forex Millionaire
Bust The Losing Cycle Escape 9-5 Rut Race Live Anywhere Join the New Rich
Underground Shocking Secrets and Weird Sleek But Crazy Profitable Tricks to
Busting the Losing Cycle and Easy Forex Millionaire: Forex Profits: How to
Escape 9-5, Live Anywhere, Join the New Rich
Bust the Losing Cycle, Escape 9-5, Live Anywhere, Join the New Rich
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Trade Forex Like a Pro Shocking Weird
Tricks to Cracking the Forex Vault and Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
How to Trade Forex Like a Pro Underground Shocking Secrets to Easy Instant
Forex Millionaire: What I Lost and Gained While Trading the Forex Market
Nowadays, you see so many advertisements for forex and
equity trading platforms as never before. A new global multibillion dollar market is rising up. And it is aimed at you.
It looks easy to invest and make a profit. Likewise, living
the life of freelancer who does not need to work, because
your money works instead of you. You just sit in front of a
notebook, a tablet or even a mobile device, then click and
earn. Never was it so easy to buy and sell different
currencies, stocks or commodities. You do not even need a
lot of money or money at all. Leverage is king these days.
And leverage is also the start of your fall. But do not fool
yourself. I have encountered a lot of young people who
believe they can earn just by investing or trading. They do
not see forex markets or stock exchanges as places where
only hard work is rewarded. That is not surprising. You
watch the movie "The Wolf of Wall Street" and see how
fantastic, funny and easy that life is. Before that movie,
there was the TV series "Capital City", full of smart guys
and women with now obsolete computers and phones, who were
able to fend off stress and earn a lot of money. My dream
was to be like them. And that is the dream for many others.
Once you become a trader in a bank, you easily move to
another dream. Not to be an employee, but to be an employer.
To have your own trading outlet. To earn for yourself and
not for a bank. And that is the crossroads that everyone has
to encounter in order to choose which way to go. One is more
exciting, one is safer. But that is not so important. All
stories here are based on hard facts, on things I have seen
with my own eyes.
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Forex
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Daytrade Forex Like a
Seasoned Pro Underground Shocking But Profitable Secrets to
Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
The Greatest Secret Making Forex Millionaires: Lose the 9-5,
Live Anywhere, Join the New Rich
Forex Trading Revealed Little Dirty Secrets and Weird But
Powerful Tricks to Breaking the Bad Luck and Cracking the
Code to Instant Easy Forex Millionaire
Day Trading Forex for Profit
Daytrade Forex Like a Pro Little Dirty Secrets and Weird But
Profitable Tricks to Fast Easy Instant Forex Millionaire:
What I Lost and Gained Trading the Forex Market
You will not find this education at you brokers how to section. Most likely you will not
find this information anywhere on this book section, or on any other book store. I have
paid thousands of dollars on exclusive groups and, on paid private forums to collect the
information presented in this book. As you can imagine these are the highly guarded
secrets of the elite FOREX traders. No one gives their living away, unless you pay them
a price worth their living. However I have decided to make this information available for
ridiculously low price, because I am fed up with the brokers and the big banks taking
advantage of the regular retail trader like yourself. Let me ask you a question? When
was the last time you made money with FOREX? Even further more, how much money
you are willing to lose, until you give up? How long you will continue to give your hard
earned money to the broker? Just like you I started 5 years ago with high hopes of
quitting my job and leaving the live I deserve with FOREX. My hopes and aspirations
were quickly crashed and my dreams went to the dump. First I lost 1000, then 5000, 10k,
how much longer I could continue like that, how much longer, I could endure the
ridicule the jokes of my family and the frown on the face of my wife. It was painful,
sitting all day in front of the computer, until you can't see any longer and everything
including the platform and your mind become blurry. I know the pain I have been there.
This continued for year, until one morning I was ready to quit, I was going to give it a
last try and throw that FOREX staff in the garbage, out the window. I stumbled on a rear
tread, which since then has been banned, by the broker that was holding the forum.
Luckily the tread continued under the brokers radar for while, and gathered a bunch of
comments an support. Finally the tread from the trader X was discontinued. I was in
despair, that was the only hope and light, I have seen for a long time. I was applying the
advice from the trader and things were starting to work for me. Fortunately I was able to
PM the trader and begged him to agree on a 20 min conversation on the phone. Trader X
was not a guru, not your regular internet promoter mojo. He was quietly raking in
thousands of dollars a month for years, he was not excited about the next trade, his
heart beat was not raising before he pooled the trigger. See, he has been doing this
trading staff for so long it has become a boring procedure, rather a morning an
afternoon chore, something like putting the garbage out on garbage day. He explained
that he learned from the MASTER, I did not proceed to ask him who was the MASTER,
since I mainly was concerned with him teaching me every little bit of what he knew
about trading. He didn't not agree to spend time teaching me, on our first conversation,
regardless of how much I offered to pay him. See, for him money was not a issue.
Finally on my third approach he agreed to show me what the MASTER had thought him
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many years ago. What is comprised in the pages of this book, will be worth pure gold to
you. This book is down to the ground no non sense, real trading knowledge. It gives a
step by step instructions with real trade examples. This book is not your regular hog
wash advice that you will find from your broker and the other magic bullets and seven
step series that you see on this site. This book teaches you how to trade like the pros.
Shows you how the big banks and foreign nationals and institution trade. The book
opens your eyes to how to piggy back on the big institutional traders and win. Ninety
Five percent of the people that trade the Forex market lose money and give up. The
market is continually replaced by fresh blood like yourself. Don't become part of the
statistics, read this book and get a map to success in FOREX. You can make a success,
if you know what you are doing. Yes you can make a living with FOREX. You can
achieve your dreams. Buy this book and find out How
Forex Trading Secrets : Little Dirty Secrets and Underground Little Known But
Profitable Loopholes to Busting the Losing Cycle and Easy Forex Millionaire
Bust the Losing Cycle Live Anywhere Join the New Rich
Forex Trading Secrets : Shocking Weird Dirty Secrets and Underground Unknown But
Profitable Tricks to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
Forex Trading Secrets : Little Dirty Secrets and Out of This World Profitable Tips to
Easy Forex Millionaire
Bust the Losing Cycle,Live Anywhere, Join the New Rich
How to Achieve Over 100 Trades in a Row Without a Loss
Forex trading is not all it is cracked up to be. The picture painted by the gurus and
the brokers has only one side, a pink one, and is missing the real feeling and pain
that a average retail trader goes through until a success is reached. I can feel the
pain in the Forex Community and the purpose of this book is to even out the
planes.Here is what you can expect to learn and master after practicing the
concepts in this book.* Learn to move with the winners and tailgate on their
profits(this strategy alone is worth the 10 bucks)* How to avoid and react to The
little dirty tricks of your broker* The little known strategies of the successful Forex
traders* What are the best times to trade * The best ways to trade any
strategy(this little detail can make or break your trading record)* Most important
and little known price levels, that deliver profits at any currency pair.* How to
profit from Weird Crowd Psychology( when used as suggested in the book this one
is a massive cash pooler)* The one, little known way to enter the Forex market and
have the price guaranteed to move your direction.* The well guarded price action
strategies of the Forex Banks and Foreign institutions.* How not to use price action
and when to be cautious about pulling the trigger, if a price approaches a certain
deadly level.* Which are the favorite price patterns of the experienced traders*
How to avoid having spread slips of as much of a 100 pips, and have your profit
and account swallowed by your broker(most of the retail traders have no clue,
what I am speaking about)* What are the most important factors, observed
religiously by all the shakers and movers, and how not to break the rules of
alliance that can cost you your account.* What are the sneaky falls break outs,
practiced by the most of the platforms and how to fight the FOREX BOTS.* Strange
practices of your broker, that causes your stops to be hit before your entries(this is
a must know before you open a account with any platform)The above strategies
and lessons are not lessons from a book or science projects. These are the hard
earned lessons from the Forex School of hard knocks.During the years I have met,
and traded with and chat in expensive paid forums, with multitude of successful
traders.This book is what I find to be the essential and most important material you
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will ever need, to trade Forex Market.Learn and master the strategies of the
winners and become a winner. On the other hand you can spent countless of hours
and thousands of dollars, staring at your screen, until your eyes leak out and still
not come to the priceless lessons in this book.Make yourself a favor and invest in
your education and buy this book.You are just a couple of mouse clicks away. See
you on the other side.
Forex Trading Secrets : Little Dirty Secrets and Weird Forgotten Unknown But
Crazy Profitable Tricks to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Survive and Thrive with Forex Should Be
Illegal Shortcut to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire - Traders Love It
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Survive and Thrive with Forex Trading Smooth
Weird Loopholes and Little Known But Crazy Profitable Tricks to Easy Instant Forex
Millionaire
The Four Hour Forex Bust the Losing Cycle Live Anywhere Join the New Rich
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Trade Forex Like an Institution Trader
Shocking Dirty But Profitable Secrets to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
What I Lost and Gained While Trading the Forex Market
You will not find this education at you brokers how to section. Most likely you will not find this
information anywhere on this book section on any other book store. I have paid thousands of
dollars on exclusive groups and paid forums to collect the information presented in this book.
As you can imagine these are the highly guarded secrets of the elite of the FOREX traders, no
one gives their living away, unless you pay them a price worth their living. However I have
decided to make this information for ridiculously low price, because I am fed up with the
brokers and the big banks taking advantage of the regular retail trader. Let me ask you a
question? When was the last time you make money with FOREX? Even further more how
much money you are willing to lose, until you give up? How long you will continue to give your
hard earned money to the broker? Just like you I started 5 years ago with high hopes of
quitting my job and leaving the live I deserve with FOREX. My hopes and aspirations were
quickly crashed and my dreams went to the dump. First I lost 1000, then 5000, 10k , how much
longer I could continue like that, how much longer I could endure the ridicule the jokes of my
family and the frown on the face of my wife. It was painful, sitting all day in front of the
computer, until you can't see any longer and everything including the platform and your mind
become blurry. I know the pain I have been there. This continued for year, until one morning I
was ready to quit, I was going to give it a last try and throw that FOREX staff in the garbage,
out the window. I stumbled on a rear tread, which since then has been banned, by the broker
that was holding the forum. Luckily the tread continued under the broker's radar for while, and
gathered a bunch of comments an support. Finally the tread from the trader X was
discontinued. I was in dis pare, that was the only hope and light, I have seen for a long time. I
was applying the advice from the trade and things were starting to work for me. Fortunately I
was able to PM the trader and begged him to agree on a 20 min conversation on the phone.
Trader X was not a guru, not your regular internet promoter mojo. He was quietly raking in
thousands of dollars a month for years, he was not excited about the next trade, his heart beat
was not raising before he pooled the trigger. See, he has been doing this trading staff for so
long it has become a boring procedure, rather a morning an afternoon chore, something like
putting the garbage out on garbage day. He explained that he learned from the MASTER, I did
not proceed to ask him who was the MASTER, since I mainly was concerned with him teaching
him every little bit of what he knew about trading. He didn't not agree to spend time teaching
me on our first conversation, regardless of how much I offered to pay him. See, for him money
was not a issue. Finally on my third approach he agreed to show me what the MASTER had
thought him many years ago. What is comprised in the pages of this book will be worth pure
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gold to you.This book is down to the ground no no sense, real trading knowledge. It gives step
by step instructions with real trade examples. This book is not your regular hog wash advice
that you will find from your broker and the other magic bullets and seven step series that you
see on this site. This book teaches you how to trade like the pros. Shows you how the big
banks and foreign nationals and institution trade. The book opens your eyes to how to piggy
back on the big institutional traders and win. Ninety Five percent of the people that trade the
Forex market lose money and give up. The market is continually replaced by fresh blood like
yourself. Don't become part of the statistics, read this book and get a map to success in
FOREX. You can make a success in FOREX if you know what you are doing. Yes you can
make a living with FOREX and quit your job. You can achieve your dreams. Buy this book and
find out How?
Underground Shocking Weird Secrets And Profitable But Simple Tricks To Easy Instant Forex
Millionaire: Bust The Losing Cycle, Live Anywhere, Join The New Rich
Forex Trading Millionaire : Little Dirty Secrets and Unknown But Simple Shocking Sleek Tricks
and Tips the Greatest Secrets to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
The Greatest Little Known Secret Making Forex Millionaires: Lose the 9-5, Live Anywhere, Join
the New Rich
Forex Trading for Maximum Profits
Four Hour Forex : Bust the Losing Cycle, Live Anywhere, Join the New Rich
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Bust the Losing Cycle Live Anywhere Join the New Rich
Finally Crack the Vault of Forex with Forex Daytrading

You will not find this education at you brokers how to section. Most likely you will not
find this information anywhere on this book section, or on any other book store. I have
paid thousands of dollars on exclusive groups and, on paid private forums to collect the
information presented in this book. As you can imagine these are the highly guarded
secrets of the elite FOREX traders. No one gives their living away, unless you pay them a
price worth their living. However I have decided to make this information available for
ridiculously low price, because I am fed up with the brokers and the big banks taking
advantage of the regular retail trader like yourself. Let me ask you a question? When was
the last time you made money with FOREX? Even further more, how much money you
are willing to lose, until you give up? How long you will continue to give your hard
earned money to the broker? Just like you I started 5 years ago with high hopes of
quitting my job and leaving the live I deserve with FOREX. My hopes and aspirations
were quickly crashed and my dreams went to the dump. First I lost 1000, then 5000, 10k ,
how much longer I could continue like that, how much longer, I could endure the ridicule
the jokes of my family and the frown on the face of my wife. It was painful, sitting all
day in front of the computer, until you can't see any longer and everything including the
platform and your mind become blurry. I know the pain I have been there. This continued
for year, until one morning I was ready to quit, I was going to give it a last try and throw
that FOREX staff in the garbage, out the window. I stumbled on a rear tread, which since
then has been banned, by the broker that was holding the forum. Luckily the tread
continued under the brokers radar for while, and gathered a bunch of comments an
support. Finally the tread from the trader X was discontinued. I was in despair, that was
the only hope and light, I have seen for a long time. I was applying the advice from the
trader and things were starting to work for me. Fortunately I was able to PM the trader
and begged him to agree on a 20 min conversation on the phone. Trader X was not a
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guru, not your regular internet promoter mojo. He was quietly raking in thousands of
dollars a month for years, he was not excited about the next trade, his heart beat was not
raising before he pooled the trigger. See, he has been doing this trading staff for so long it
has become a boring procedure, rather a morning an afternoon chore, something like
putting the garbage out on garbage day. He explained that he learned from the MASTER,
I did not proceed to ask him who was the MASTER, since I mainly was concerned with
him teaching me every little bit of what he knew about trading. He didn't not agree to
spend time teaching me, on our first conversation, regardless of how much I offered to
pay him. See, for him money was not a issue. Finally on my third approach he agreed to
show me what the MASTER had thought him many years ago. What is comprised in the
pages of this book, will be worth pure gold to you.This book is down to the ground no
non sense, real trading knowledge. It gives a step by step instructions with real trade
examples. This book is not your regular hog wash advice that you will find from your
broker and the other magic bullets and seven step series that you see on this site. This
book teaches you how to trade like the pros. Shows you how the big banks and foreign
nationals and institution trade. The book opens your eyes to how to piggy back on the big
institutional traders and win. Ninety Five percent of the people that trade the Forex
market lose money and give up. The market is continually replaced by fresh blood like
yourself. Don't become part of the statistics, read this book and get a map to success in
FOREX. You can make a success , if you know what you are doing. Yes you can make a
living with FOREX. You can achieve your dreams. Buy this book and find out How
Underground Shocking Secrets and Weird But Profitable Strategies to Easy Instant Forex
Millionaire: Bust the Losing Cycles Live Anywhere Join the New Rich
Fast Ways to Riches with Forex Little Dirty Secrets and Underground Shocking Tips and
Weird Tricks to Profits with Forex to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
How to Quickly Lose a Lot: Real Stories from Tradefloor. the Ultimate Guide to
Markets. Read This Before You Invest
Forex Trading Secrets : Little Dirty Secrets and Sneaky Weird But Profitable Loopholes
and Tricks to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire
Forex Trading Made Simple
The Four Hour Forex Week - Bust the Losing Cycle, Live Anywhere, Join the New Rich
Who else would like to experience the Ultimate shortcut to fast, unbelievable
profits with Forex? Unstoppable, easy to use, cashoola rich secret tactics, to blow
your broker out of the water and make you drenched with Forex profits. BUT...
you know the feeling of compete desperation and misery that comes on you when
you lose the next account BECAUSE... Whatever that BECAUSE, has to do with, it
shows your naked spots. You are not understanding exactly what is going on, and
losing your pants and underwear to your happy, so ever helpful broker. Before
you go ahead and lose account number who knows what (you probably stopped
counting by now, but wait till the wife/girlfriend finds out) STOP... Seriously, this
book will show you the way to the pot of gold and more, but you have to read it
first. Your broker will not spend the energy to tell you the real truth why you are
losing the ... account, so I have to do it... Honesty, I am taking the risk to be
crucified here, instead of your broker, but hay, I will take the risk, so possibly
your account will live and not die. Or in case your wife finds out about your losing
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accounts, this information will spare your life. And you know what; all this is not
your fault... You have been lied to, given all kind of fake promises, taken for
granted and left to die in your Forex career...HAHA you wish I will go down this
road, lick your wounds and blame it all on the world economy, "the green house
effect," the moon approaching the earth faster than a bullet or whatever, but I
won't. The reality is that you will probably not listen to me, but may be, you are
one of those really smart change embracing people, that will stop the bleeding in
its tracks right now and will take a hold of the hard coarse chunks of truth and
challenging realities I am throwing in your lap. See, it was not too long ago, not
that long, so I can forget it (although it seems like eternity ago, really I am not
looking forward to remembering that part of my trading life), I was in your shoes,
opening $50 accounts eating all the high pitched presentations and webinars,
dreaming of living on my own island and drinking all day from something that
required a small umbrella on top...turquoise blue beaches and trading from the
stern of my private yacht. Gladly, I woke up from that dream and realized that,
the $50 accounts will not cut it( it will actually cut you up to pieces) I've heard of
a guy that regularity brings in 25-30 k a month doing only a couple of large trades
a week...(that's right this is not a typo) Now this guy, was not your regular high
pitched guru, in a matter of fact he was known to have only few friends and lived
a low-key quiet life. Luckily, he lived in my city. I was having a casual talk with a
friend over a beer and he mentioned, he was playing golf with this guy, that
quote, "was smashing it pulling thousands of dollars from the Forex marker..."
Now you know, that as soon as I heard that my ears perked, my hart started
pumping so fast I could hear it drumming in my chest. Palms sweating with my
tongue clinched to the roof of my mouth, I grabbed my friend and made him
repeat that sentence again. My friend gave me the look that you normally would
give a crazy maniac coming around the corner trying to choke you. After several
attempts I convinced my friend to arrange for me to meet that guy. For familiar
reasons we will call him Mr X. Now, this Mr X was not interested in anyway
whatsoever in being my mentor or teaching me any of his trading methods or
systems. In fact he considered trading to be rather a boring task, see, Mr. X has
been doing it soooo long, it has become like automatic reaction for him. After
much casual conversations, I finally was able to talk Mr X in giving me a couple of
Forex lessons, if I could call a half hour over at the restaurant a lesson. The most
amazing thing was, that everything he taught me was so different and strange
compared to all the common gurus and brokers..
Forex Profits : How to Escape 9-5, Live Anywhere, Join the New Rich
What I Lost and Gained with Forex Forex Survival Kit
Little Dirty Secrets And Weird But Profitable Tricks And Tips To Easy Instant
Forex Millionaire: Bust The Losing Cycle Escape 9-5 Rut Race Live Anywhe
Bust the Losing Cycle Escape 9-5 Live Anywhere Join the New Rich
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Trade Forex Like a Pro Underground Weird
But Profitable Secrets to Fast Easy Forex Millionaire
Forex Trading Secrets : Underground Shocking Secrets and Weird Little Known
Should Be Illegal But Profitable Tricks to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire

You will not find this education at you brokers how to section.
Most likely you will not find this information anywhere on this
book section on any other book store. I have paid thousands of
dollars on exclusive groups and paid forums to collect the
information presented in this book. As you can imagine these are
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the highly guarded secrets of the elite of the FOREX traders, no
one gives their living away, unless you pay them a price worth
their living. However I have decided to make this information
for ridiculously low price, because I am fed up with the brokers
and the big banks taking advantage of the regular retail trader.
Let me ask you a question? When was the last time you make money
with FOREX? Even further more how much money you are willing to
lose, until you give up? How long you will continue to give your
hard earned money to the broker? Just like you I started 5 years
ago with high hopes of quitting my job and leaving the live I
deserve with FOREX. My hopes and aspirations were quickly
crashed and my dreams went to the dump. First I lost 1000, then
5000, 10k, how much longer I could continue like that, how much
longer I could endure the ridicule the jokes of my family and
the frown on the face of my wife. It was painful, sitting all
day in front of the computer, until you can't see any longer and
everything including the platform and your mind become blurry. I
know the pain I have been there. This continued for year, until
one morning I was ready to quit, I was going to give it a last
try and throw that FOREX staff in the garbage, out the window. I
stumbled on a rear tread, which since then has been banned, by
the broker that was holding the forum. Luckily the tread
continued under the broker's radar for while, and gathered a
bunch of comments an support. Finally the tread from the trader
X was discontinued. I was in dis pare, that was the only hope
and light, I have seen for a long time. I was applying the
advice from the trade and things were starting to work for me.
Fortunately I was able to PM the trader and begged him to agree
on a 20 min conversation on the phone. Trader X was not a guru,
not your regular internet promoter mojo. He was quietly raking
in thousands of dollars a month for years, he was not excited
about the next trade, his heart beat was not raising before he
pooled the trigger. See, he has been doing this trading staff
for so long it has become a boring procedure, rather a morning
an afternoon chore, something like putting the garbage out on
garbage day. He explained that he learned from the MASTER, I did
not proceed to ask him who was the MASTER, since I mainly was
concerned with him teaching him every little bit of what he knew
about trading. He didn't not agree to spend time teaching me on
our first conversation, regardless of how much I offered to pay
him. See, for him money was not a issue. Finally on my third
approach he agreed to show me what the MASTER had thought him
many years ago. What is comprised in the pages of this book will
be worth pure gold to you. This book is down to the ground no no
sense, real trading knowledge. It gives step by step
instructions with real trade examples. This book is not your
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regular hog wash advice that you will find from your broker and
the other magic bullets and seven step series that you see on
this site. This book teaches you how to trade like the pros.
Shows you how the big banks and foreign nationals and
institution trade. The book opens your eyes to how to piggy back
on the big institutional traders and win. Ninety Five percent of
the people that trade the Forex market lose money and give up.
The market is continually replaced by fresh blood like yourself.
Don't become part of the statistics, read this book and get a
map to success in FOREX. You can make a success in FOREX if you
know what you are doing. Yes you can make a living with FOREX
and quit your job. You can achieve your dreams. Buy this book
and find out How?
How to Trade Forex Like a Pro Shocking Weird But Profitable
Tricks to Easy Instant Forex Millionaire: What I Lost and Gained
While Trading the Forex Market
Proven Techniques to Reverse Your Losses
Day Trading Forex for Profit : How to Trade Forex Like the
Institutions Underground Shocking Secrets to Fast Easy Instant
Forex Millionaire
Forex Trading Strategies
What I Lost and Gained with Forex
Turning Losing Forex Trades into Winners
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